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Abstract This paper describes the background and ideas of an on-going development at our institute: The creation of a framework that comprises state-of-the-art
configuration and synthesis technology.
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1 Introduction
Starting point of a design problem is a space S of possible design solutions along with
a set D of demands. Solving a design problem means to determine a system S ∗ ∈
S that fulfills D. Typically, S ∗ is not found by experimenting in the real world but
by operationalizing a search process after having mapped the system space, S, onto a
model space M. M comprises all models M that could be visited during the design
process.1 Figure 1 illustrates these connections.
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Figure 1. A generic scheme of design problem solving according to [16]: Given is a space S of
possible design solutions and a set of demands D. On a computer, S is represented as a model
space, M, wherein a model M ∗ is searched whose behavior fulfills D.

It is the job of a design algorithm to efficiently find a model M ∗ ∈ M whose
simulation produces a behavior that complies with D and which optimizes a possible
goal criterion. A synthesis framework can support this job at several places:
1

Following Minsky we call M a model of a system S, if M can be used to answer questions
about S [9]. In particular in connection with design problems M may establish a structural, a
functional, an associative, or a behavioral model.
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1. Model Formation. Given a system space S there exist several paradigms to define
a suited model space M for synthesis purposes. They include differential equations [6], taxonomies (is-a relations), compositional hierarchies [3], design graph
grammars [1, 12], resource descriptions [5], case-based reasoning [7, 11], or propositional logic [13, 14].
2. Model Selection. Usually model selection does not happen by chance but is a
guided process that defines in which way the search is organized. In fact, most of
the model formation paradigms mentioned before advise a particular search strategy.
3. Model Simulation. Within this step the “behavior” of the selected model is
analyzed—a process which can vary largely in its complexity: E. g., when a
behavior-based design problem is to be solved, complex differential-algebraic
equations need to be processed, while in a simple compositional design problem
merely the existence of components is checked [4].
There is a strong research background for solving synthesis problems at our institute, and, in the past, we have developed several specialized configuration solutions
for real world tasks [6, 12, 15]. Based on this experience we launched in 2003 the development of an extensible synthesis framework that shall comprise a wide range of
technologies related to defining model spaces on the one hand, and, on the other hand,
to select, search, and simulate models from a given model space.
Note that we are not aiming at a generic synthesis engine since we know that many
synthesis problems require specialized and tailored solutions. Instead, we take existing
configuration and synthesis technology and put much emphasis on software engineering
aspects: extendibility, transparent coupling of technologies, state-of-the-art interfaces,
or Web-based access.
Related Work
There has been considerable research effort related to configuration and design in the
last 20 years. The starting point for developing tailored software techniques to tackle
synthesis problems was the R1 system, which emerged from a joint project between
CMU and DEC in the early eighties [8]. R1 was no generic platform but specifically
designed to realize the configuration of Vax computers.
The P LAKON system developed from the TEX-K project (1986 - 1990) whose objective was the creation of a knowledge-based kernel for planning and configuration
tasks, independent from a concrete domain. Configuration technology in P LAKON was
centered around the skeletal configuration paradigm. Aside from powerful compositional and taxonomic descriptions P LAKON enabled the modeling of basic functional
and associative constraints as well as the specification of control knowledge to guide
the search.
Based on the experiences gathered in TEX-K the successor of P LAKON—the system KONWERK was created. Among others, KONWERK extended the modeling capabilities of P LAKON and came along with a clear modular architecture. Both P LAKON
and KONWERK were implemented in Lisp.
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The system E NCON can be considered as a partial relaunch of the KONWERK platform, having a strong emphasis on commercial requirements [2]. E NCON is implemented in Java, and, since its configuration kernel is encapsulated by an abstraction
layer, the tool is qualified to bring configuration technology to the Web.

2 The E SF Synthesis Framework
The configuration and design projects that we conducted in the last fifteen years came
from very different domains, such as logistic systems, telecommunication systems, fluidic engineering, computer networks, testing equipments, or software systems. Our endeavors to find adequate solutions taught us several lessons, among others the following:
– Finding the “right” level of abstraction when defining the model space M is both
the most crucial and difficult job.
– Given a real-world configuration task, then no modeling paradigm will do it all,
say, modeling concepts have do be adapted, modified, or even created.
– No configuration strategy can provide that degree of flexibility that it leads to an
acceptable search performance for all projects mentioned above.
Nevertheless, every configuration task aims at the construction of a system (to be
precise: model of a system) whose function fulfills a set of given demands D. Function,
in turn, can be regarded as a consequence of the interplay between structure and behavior of a system [17]. Put another way, a configuration tool must provide concepts for
modeling and processing both structure and behavior.2
These considerations form the ground for our implementation efforts that flow into
the extensible synthesis framework E SF (cf. Figure 2). It provides modeling paradigms
and processing methods related to the following three knowledge sources:
(a) Strategy Knowledge. Design or configuration strategies can be easily defined by
means of a scripting language. Strategies are objects that can be created, stored,
combined, triggered, or modified.
(c) Component Knowledge. This knowledge source relates to the definition of component classes and instances. Component behavior can be described at different levels of granularity, which includes resource descriptions or simple functional constraints, and will allow complex behavior descriptions based on the Modelica
language in the near future [10].
(c) Structural Knowledge. Instead allowing only compositional and taxonomic hierarchies we use the rather new concept of design graph grammars [12, 15]. Design
graph grammars have been developed as a powerful means to manipulate arbitrary
structure models of technical systems.
E SF provides several algorithms for manipulating the aforementioned object types.
In particular, objects can be shared among different algorithms using a blackboard; the
blackboard is also used to store a certain state of the search or to remember alternative choice points among which a strategy may chooses the most promising one. New
2

P LAKON, for instance, addressed the question of structure with concepts for modeling skeletal
plans; likewise, it addressed the question of behavior by a constraint processing mechanism.
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class LowPassFilter
parameter Real T=1;
Real u, y(start=1);
equation
T*der(y) + y = u;
end LowPassFilter;

model VsourceAC "Sin-wave voltage source"
extends OnePort;
parameter Voltage VA = 220 "Amplitude";
parameter Real f(unit="Hz") = 50 "Frequency";
constant Real PI=3.141592653589793;
equation
v = VA*sin(2*PI*f*time);
end VsourceAC;

model ModifiedFiltersInSeries
FiltersInSeries F12(F1(T=6), F2(T=11, k=2)); // alternative 1
FiltersInSeries F34(F1.T=6, F2.T=11, F2.k=2); // alternative 2
end ModifiedFiltersInSeries;
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Figure 2. Conceptual view onto E SF. A blackboard serves as central communication turntable
(middle); the three different knowledge sources are shown on the right-hand side, the respective
algorithms are shown below.

modeling paradigms or component types can integrated straightforwardly: An interface
definition layer prescribes a set of accessors and manipulation functions that each object
must implement to be shareable via the blackboard.
E SF is being implemented in Java. Note that there are various interesting softwaretechnical aspects that deserve an in-depth discussion; they will be described in a forthcoming white paper.

3 Application: Task-Oriented Plant Layout
This section outlines a particular job-shop manufacturing task that has been realized
with E SF. The task combines several aspects of planning, configuration, and simulation:
For the production of small metal parts such as screws or gear-wheels the necessary
machines have to be selected, a suited processing sequence has to be found, and, a
layout of the manufacturing plant has to be generated (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3. The figure shows the desired product (left), a technical drawing from which the manufacturing constraints are derived (middle), and the plant layout (right), which is part of the
solution of the design process.

The solution of this design task happens in a cycle of the following steps:
1. Creation of a process flow graph by means of a design graph grammar.
2. Selection and parameterization of the machines used in the process flow graph.
3. Simulation of the work-flow. In case of a positive evaluation, the solution is compared to alternative realizations already derived.
The machines that are used to realize the production process provide certain functionalities: sawing, drilling, milling, nibbling, or turning. Their capacities and performances, as well as their constraints are modeled by means of the resource-based
paradigm. For the simulation of the process flow along with the configured machines
tailored algorithms were implemented and plugged into E SF.
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Figure 4. The employed modeling paradigms: Design graph grammars for plan generation (left)
and resource-based configuration for material properties, production constraints, and space requirements (middle). The simulation (right) is necessary to determine an optimum solution.

A detailed description of the system, the design graph grammar rules, and the resource model can be found in [18].
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